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Abstract— Theory of Computation is a mathematical based subject. We observed that many computer science learnersface 
difficulty in designing Deterministic Finite Automat (DFA) in Theory of Computation. It is always being an issue for the 
learners to understand the examples because, if an example has been changed then the step are also changes. JFLAP (Java 
Formal Languages and Automata Package) is a software tool used for designing finite automata, pushdown automata, and 
Turing machines. We can design any kind of DFA in JFLAP by manually. Drawing a DFA manually is a time consuming 
process and it also cannot handle the validations for acceptance or rejection of strings. It does not represent the transition 
table and definition of DFA, which is helpful for understanding the design of DFA. In this paper we are implementing the 
DFA, which include design of transition graph, transition table and definition of DFA using tuples.  We have constructed a 
DFA with different conditions for starting and ending of string.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The learners face difficulty in designing the DFA in 
Theory of Computation. Theory of Computation is a 
mathematical based subject. In mathematics, if the 
example has been changed then the steps remains as 
it is. But in Theory of Computation, if the example 
has been changed then the steps are also changes. 
Example changes then logic are also changes.  
To handle this difficulty in designing of DFA, 
researcher uses JFLAP tool[10,11]. But in JFLAP 
tool designing is done manually. It is difficult to 
design a DFA as well as it does not handle validation 
of input alphabets and strings. In JFLAP it is not 
possible to draw a transition table which is helpful for 
better understanding for learners. The researcher uses 
JFLAP tools for demonstration of acceptance or 
rejection of a particular example with few 
strings[1,2].So it is difficult for learners and it will 
not give the clear idea about the DFA. 
The objective of this paper is to give an easy way of 
learning and designing finite automata that accept a 
DFA which having different conditions for starting 
and ending of the string. Here in the implementation 
phase, examples of different strings are discussed also 
gives the acceptance or rejection of particular string. 
This is implemented by using java applet [12, 13]. 

 
II. METHODOLOGY 
 
Automata theory is a branch of theoretical computer 
science. It includes Finite Automata (FA), Push 
Down Automata (PDA), and Turing Machine(TM).  
FA is a mathematical model which represents the 
process done inside the machine. FA includes DFA, 
NFA and FA with output. A DFA is used to check 
whether the string will accept or reject.  A DFA string 
reading start from starting state and it reaches to final 

state after reading last input symbol then string is 
accepted otherwise string is rejected. 
A DFA is defined as an abstract mathematical model. 
Due to the deterministic nature, a DFA is 
implementable in hardware and software for solving 
various problems such as string matching, design 
digital circuit, in communication protocols like 
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) and lexical 
analyzer of compiler phase [7-9].   
Finite Automata (M) is denoted by five tuples i.e.  

M= (Q, ∑, δ, q0, F)  
Where   
Q= a finite set of states  
∑= a finite set of input symbols 
δ= is the state-transition function: 훿:푄푥∑ → 푄 
q0= is the initial state i.e.푞0 ∈ 푄 
F = is the set of final states i.e. F is subset of Q. 

DFA is represented by using transition graph. The 
vertexes are labeled by q0, q1,…,qn. Before going 
towards the design of DFA, we have a need to 
understand some basic concepts of DFA. These Basic 
concepts are given in the following Table 1. 
 

Table1: Basic Concepts used for designing of a DFA 
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We are represented δ from transition graph.  
If w is strings, q0 is initial state and q2 is final state 
then 

 
 

Transaction rule for DFA: “Each and every input 
symbol has only one transition from each and every 
state” [3-6]. 

 
III. ALGORITHM TO DRAW TRANSITION 
GRAPH 
 
The automatic implementation of DFA by using 
following algorithm: 
Step1:   Start 
Step2:  Accept the input alphabets, start and end   
             condition from user. 
Step3: Validate the entered input alphabets, the  
start and end condition. 
Step4: Find out the minimum string using start 
and end condition. 
Step5:   Draw a TG for minimum string with applying 
            DFA rule. 
Step6:   Construct a transition table for above TG. 
Step7:   Represent M using TG and transition table. 
Step8: Check the acceptance or rejection of given 
strings using M. 
Step9:   Stop 
 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

 
The designing of DFA is done by above algorithm. 
These steps are as follows: 
Step-1: Enter the valid input alphabets: The input 
alphabets can include only the collection of 
characters or numbers. It cannot accept combinations 
of both characters and numbers, it does not accept the 
special characters and symbols. 
Enter the valid start and/or end condition: We can 
accept at least one condition for both start and end for 
generation of DFA. The valid start and end condition 
is every character or number from the input 
alphabets. It is shown in following figure Fig.1. 

 

 
Fig.1. Validation of string for input alphabets 

Step 2: After entering valid string for input alphabets 
and checking validation for start and end condition, 
we have need to find minimum string for drawing a 
DFA. In Fig.2.we have found the minimum string.  
 

 
Fig.2. Finding a minimum string 

 
Step 3: We applies rules of DFA for drawing 
complete DFA as well as representing transition table 
and definition. It is shown in following Fig.3. 
 

 
Fig.3. Complete DFA for string start with ab and end with c 

 
Step 4: After drawing a complete DFA, we can draw 
a transition table and represent the definition, Here 
we check the acceptance or rejections of Strings. The 
following Fig.4. Shows the acceptance of string and 
Fig.5. Shows rejection of a string for DFA start with 
ab and end with c. 
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Fig.4. The acceptance of string abcbc 

 
Fig.4. The acceptance of string abcb 

 
V. RESULT 
The result of this algorithm as compared to the JFLAP tools result are given in following tablesTable 2. 
 

Table2: The result of algorithm compare with JFLAP tools result 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
Result of this implementation is compared with the 
JFLAP tool. Results were revels that Performance of 
auto generation of DFA implementation gives the 
better performancethan JFLAP tool. Design of DFA 
automatically handles all types of validations and 
follows the rules of DFA. Design of DFA is done 
using transition graph, transition table and definition 
of DFA which is helpful tofor better understanding. 
Also it gives the acceptance or rejections of the user 
entered strings according to DFA. 
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